W i l l i Go
... the most compact Light Dolly System!

Light, compact and universal usable
Quick and easy installation in 2 minutes
Max. additional load of up to 200 kg (440.93 lb) possible
6,4 m (21 ft) pair of tracks inclusive
• Reclaimable with euro mount, tripod or crane
•
•
•
•

www.abc-products.de
e-mail: info@abc-products.de

wherever you go...

Willi Go
Willi Go is a compact and light dolly system conceived for quick and easy use: you can mount the light dolly
on your own and lay out 6.4 meters (21 ft) of quick tracks in around two minutes. Whether you want to
make a smooth moving shot with the camera on your tripod or on a light crane, Willi Go will allow you to
work on locations wherever you are and with the least effort.

The track system

Willi Go and a miniCrane

The ABC tracks have a diameter of 30 mm (1.18 in) and come folded in a length of 83 cm (32.68 in). The
tracks are quickly unfolded to a length of 6.4 meters (21 ft) (standard included in the package) as they are
connected together with an elastic cord. This also makes it impossible to lose any parts. Once you have laid
the tracks, Willi Go will automatically centre the required distance.
For very rough terrain we suggest the use of the Master Track system tracks (by Movie Tech) which are
optional. Willi Go fits perfectly on tracks with the standard width of 62 cm (24.41 in).

Willi Go - the concept
Willi Go was conceived with special attention to three very important requirements of the modern video and
film industry, i.e. the system must be:
Willi Go with foldable base plate

Light: The base plate consists of special birch wood in 15 layers. This light and robust material allows a load
capacity of up to 200 kg (440.93 lb).
Compact: The base plate is foldable thanks to the stainless steel connection between the two wood plates
forming Willi Go, you can fold the system and comfortably carry it under your arm. Also, you will be able to
fit the case together with the standard tracks even in a small car.
Universal: Willi Go has three metal rest-plates where you will be able to fit any kind of tripod. It also has
three holes ready for connecting a Euro mount (optional) to allow other creative uses of the system.
You cannot do without Willi Go whether on travel or filming in your own studio!

Liable to technical changes without notice.

Willi Go in use
Technical details:
Size of base plate: 77 x 69 cm
(30.31 x 27.17 in)
Length of tracks:
6,4 m (21 ft)
Lenght of each track element: 83 cm (32.68 in)
Size packed:
85 x 50 x 24 cm
(33,46 x 19.69 x 9.45 in)
Weight: base plate with tracks 15 kg (33.07 lb)
Max. load capacity: 200 kg (440.93 lb)
Optional accessories:
Track extensions with 6,4 m (21 ft) length
Curves= 1/8 of full circle,
radius= 3,15 m (10.33 ft)
Push bar 85 cm (33.46 in ) height

About ABC ...
ABC Products has been active in studying solutions for the moving camera technique for many years. The main emphasis of the innovative developments is
on-consistent lightweight construction at high functionality and longevity: Broadcast equipment for the everyday use on the set.
Including:
Camera balance systems (HandyMan) hand-operated or body supported for different camera weights. Light Cranes with different lengths, from the
consumer up to the professional device with remote Head. Light Dolly with track system and ABC Spirit Light, a light system in a protective case.
ABC Products also carries out special solutions besides an extensive list of accessories which have all one in common:
Filming with the moving camera!
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